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Let 'em Eat Cake - Susan Jedren 2010-02-10
When the heat in Brooklyn climbs to a hundred,
there's only one thing worse than being a
delivery man for HomeMade Cakes. It's being a
delivery woman for Homemade. Because Anna,
the feisty heroine of this earthy and irreverent
novel, has to put up with things that her male coworkers can't imagine, from a boss who despises
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

women to storekeepers who feel her up when
they aren't trying to rip her off for the price of a
carton of Chocos. As realized by Susan Jerden,
Anna is a true representative of blue-collar, noglitz New York, a valiant single mother, whose
attempts to keep her head above water—and her
dignity intact—are both hilarious and uplifting.
Let 'Em Eat Cake is a novel for anyone who has
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ever worked at a demeaning job and dreamed of
dancing on the merchandise, a book as real as a
corner bodega and as refreshing as an open
hydrant in the middle of a scolding summer.
The Gershwins and Me - Michael Feinstein
2012-10-16
Presents an illustrated tribute to the lives and
legacies of the Gershwins that is presented
through the stories of twelve of their most
enduring songs including "Strike Up the Band"
and "Love Is Here to Stay."
Ira Gershwin - Philip Furia 1997-07-24
To the perennial question "which comes first, the
music or the words?" Ira Gershwin always
responded, "the contract." The jest reveals both
Ira's consummate professionalism and the selfeffacing wit with which he ducked the spotlight
whenever possible. Yet the ingeniously inventive
melodies George Gershwin composed for such
classic songs as "Someone to Watch Over Me,"
"Embraceable You," "Fascinating Rhythm," "It
Ain't Necessarily So," and "Love is Here to Stay"
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

live on in no small part because of the equally
unforgettable lyrics of Ira Gershwin, lines
crafted with a precision that earned him the
sobriquet "The Jeweller" among his Broadway
peers. In Ira Gershwin: The Art of the Lyricist,
the older and less flamboyant of the Gershwin
brothers at last steps out of the shadows to
claim his due as one of American songwriting's
most important and enduring innovators. Philip
Furia traces the development of Ira Gershwin's
lyrical art from his early love of light verse and
Gilbert and Sullivan, through his apprentice
work in Tin Pan Alley, to his emergence as a
prominent writer for the Broadway musical
theater in the 1920s. Furia illuminates his work
in satirical operettas such as Of Thee I Sing and
Strike Up the Band, the smart "little" revues of
the 1930s, and his contributions to the opera
Porgy and Bess. After describing the Gershwin
brothers' brief but brilliant work in Hollywood
before George's sudden death--work that
produced such classics as "They Can't Take That
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Away From Me" and "Let's Call the Whole Thing
Off"--Furia follows Ira's career through such
triumphs as Lady in the Dark with Kurt Weill,
Cover Girl with Jerome Kern, and A Star is Born,
with Harold Arlen. Along the way, Furia provides
much insight into the art of the lyricist and he
captures the magic of a golden era when not
only the Gershwins, but Irving Berlin, Cole
Porter, Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein II,
Gertrude Lawrence, Fred Astaire, and other
luminaries made the lights of Broadway and the
Hollywood screen shine brighter than ever
before. From his first major success, the nowclassic "The Man I Love" (1924) to his last great
hit, "The Man That Got Away" (1954), Ira
Gershwin wrote the words to some of America's
most loved standards. In Ira Gershwin: The Art
of the Lyricist, Philip Furia illuminates the craft
behind this remarkable achievement to reveal
how Gershwin took the everyday speech of
ordinary Americans and made it sing.
A Gershwin Fantasy for Alto Saxophone &
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Piano - George Gershwin 2010-03-26
This showstopper for alto sax and piano features
the best of Gershwin and is ideal for pop
concerts and recitals. Titles: * Strike Up the
Band! * Summertime * Oh, Lady Be Good! *
Fascinating Rhythm * It Ain't Necessarily So *
Rhapsody in Blue * I Got Rhythm
Multiple Intelligences and Positive Life Habits Lynne Beachner 2001-03-30
"This book guides teachers in implementing a
breadth of activities and the unique Life Habit
format, including materials, time, multiple
intelligences, directions, discussion points, and
journaling." Dennis Wiseman, Dean School of
Education and Graduate StudiesCoastal Carolina
University, Conway, SC Help each student learn
positive Life Habits and build community in your
classroom! Lynne Beachner and Anola Pickett
offer teachers this easy-to-use toolbox for
discovering the innate strengths and talents and
the unique learning styles of each student. With
this knowledge, classrooms can celebrate the
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gifts of every student and teachers can facilitate
a sense of connectedness with the group.
Drawing from Howard Gardner's landmark
work, the authors offer more than a dozen
activities specifically tailored to each of the eight
multiple intelligences, for a total of 174
classroom activities. Each activity serves as a
guide to developing learning strategies in the
classroom and fostering relationships with
students based on their individual strengths.
Easy-to-understand directions as well as
suggestions for journal entries and discussion
starters make this a powerful tool for the
teacher who wants to bring out the best in every
student. All activities are classroom tested and
geared to a range of age groups. Common
household and classroom supplies are used
whenever materials are needed. This time-saving
book is organized into eight chapters, each
focusing on one of the Multiple Intelligences. In
addition, Life Habit activities are presented for
specific grade levels. Multiple Intelligences:
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Verbal/linguistic Mathematical/logical
Visual/spatial Musical/rhythmical
Bodily/kinesthetic Intrapersonal Interpersonal
Naturalist This is an essential resource for busy
teachers who want to bring out the best in every
student by putting Gardner's Multiple
Intelligences into practice.
Bats In The Band - Brian Lies 2014-08-05
The look on our faces is easy to read: a little
night music is just what we need! A late-spring
night sky fills with bats flocking to a theater,
already echoing and booming with delightful
sounds of music. Bat music—plunky banjoes,
bat-a-tat drums, improvised instruments, country
ballads, and the sweet cries of a bat with the
blues. Join this one-of-a-kind music festival as
the bats celebrate the rhythm of the night, and
the positive power of music. Brian Lies’s newest
celebration of bats and their dazzling, dizzying
world will lift everyone’s spirits with joyous
noise and cheer!
Pete the Cat: The Petes Go Marching - James
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Dean 2018-03-06
#1 New York Times bestseller James Dean puts
a groovy spin to the classic children’s song “The
Ants Go Marching" with everyone's favorite cool
cat. Join Pete the Cat as he rocks out to this
classic tune with a supercool twist in this paperover-board picture book. Your child, or even
your classroom of children, is sure to want to
march along with Pete, 1, 2, 3!
Understanding Music - N. Alan Clark
2015-12-21
Music moves through time; it is not static. In
order to appreciate music wemust remember
what sounds happened, and anticipate what
sounds might comenext. This book takes you on
a journey of music from past to present, from the
Middle Ages to the Baroque Period to the 20th
century and beyond!
When Music Goes to School - Danette Littleton
2015-09-04
Experts in child psychology and pedagogy
concur that how children are schooled today
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

seriously conflicts with how they learn and
develop. Children are being left behind and the
promises and possibilities of childhood are
slipping away. This book aims to disclose a
deeper understanding of music’s importance in
children’s lives and their need to know, explore,
wonder, and play. Directed toward music
teachers, teacher educators, and scholars, this
text invites inquiries and provides insights into
contemporary challenges to learning and
teaching in an era of standardization. A
compendium of essays, classroom voices and
vignettes is supported by relevant research in
music education and companion disciplines in
psychology, philosophy, and sociology.
Storytelling with scholarship contributes
authenticity and strengthens the premise of this
book.
Show Tunes - Steven Suskin 2010-03-09
Show Tunes fully chronicles the shows, songs,
and careers of the major composers of the
American musical theatre, from Jerome Kern's
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earliest interpolations to the latest hits on
Broadway. Legendary composers like Gershwin,
Rodgers, Porter, Berlin, Bernstein, and
Sondheim have been joined by more recent
songwriters like Stephen Schwartz, Stephen
Flaherty, Michael John LaChiusa, and Adam
Guettel. This majestic reference book covers
their work, their innovations, their successes,
and their failures. Show Tunes is simply the
most comprehensive volume of its kind ever
produced, and this newly revised and updated
edition discusses almost 1,000 shows and 9,000
show tunes. The book has been called "a concise
skeleton key to the Broadway musical" (Variety)
and "a ground-breaking reference work with a
difference" (Show Music)-or, as the Washington
Post observed, "It makes you sing and dance all
over your memory." The eagerly anticipated
Fourth Edition, updated through May, 2009,
features the entire theatrical output of forty of
Broadway's leading composers, in addition to a
wide selection of work by other songwriters. The
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

listings include essential production data and
statistics, the most extensive information
available on published and recorded songs, and
lively commentary on the shows, songs, and
diverse careers. Based on meticulous research,
the book also uncovers dozens of lost musicalsincluding shows that either closed out of town or
were never headed for Broadway-and catalogs
hundreds of previously unknown songs,
including a number of musical gems that have
been misplaced, cut, or forgotten. Informative,
insightful, and provocative, Show Tunes is an
essential guide for anyone interested in the
American musical.
Schwann Opus - 2001
Mr. Show Business - Mark Carp 2017-06-08
Jackie Goldheart, born Jacob Goldman on the
Lower East Side of New York, made it big as the
first TV mega star in the early 1950s. As his
career waned, he yearned desperately to return
to the limelight. However, his final opportunity
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for stardom may lie with his illegitimate son
Evan Stromberg, who has authored a play Jackie
wants desperately to appear in. The final casting
will be done with the approval of Evan, who may
not know Jackie is his real father.
George Gershwin - Howard Pollack 2007-01-15
This comprehensive biography of George
Gershwin (1898-1937) unravels the myths
surrounding one of America's most celebrated
composers and establishes the enduring value of
his music. Gershwin created some of the most
beloved music of the twentieth century and,
along with Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, and Cole
Porter, helped make the golden age of Broadway
golden. Howard Pollack draws from a wealth of
sketches, manuscripts, letters, interviews,
books, articles, recordings, films, and other
materials—including a large cache of Gershwin
scores discovered in a Warner Brothers
warehouse in 1982—to create an expansive
chronicle of Gershwin’s meteoric rise to fame.
He also traces Gershwin’s powerful presence
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

that, even today, extends from Broadway, jazz
clubs, and film scores to symphony halls and
opera houses. Pollack’s lively narrative describes
Gershwin’s family, childhood, and education; his
early career as a pianist; his friendships and
romantic life; his relation to various musical
trends; his writings on music; his working
methods; and his tragic death at the age of 38.
Unlike Kern, Berlin, and Porter, who mostly
worked within the confines of Broadway and
Hollywood, Gershwin actively sought to cross
the boundaries between high and low, and wrote
works that crossed over into a realm where art
music, jazz, and Broadway met and merged. The
author surveys Gershwin’s entire oeuvre, from
his first surviving compositions to the melodies
that his brother and principal collaborator, Ira
Gershwin, lyricized after his death. Pollack
concludes with an exploration of the
performances and critical reception of
Gershwin's music over the years, from his time
to ours.
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Shakin' It Up! - Sally K. Albrecht
"If you can read it rhythmically, you will be
stronger musically." That’s the premise of this
focused songbook which introduces your
students to 10 popular rhythm band instruments
and the typical rhythms they play. Have some
students sing, some play along---then trade!
Titles: * Shakin It Up! (Shakers) * Olé
(Castanets) * Hit Those Sticks (Rhythm Sticks) *
A Crash Course (Cymbals) * It’s Time for Dinner!
(Triangle) * Tick Tock (Woodblock) * Rum ba da
Dum Bum Bum (Drum) * Shake My Maracas
(Maracas) * The Old Soft Shoe (Sandpaper
Blocks) * My New Tambourine (Tambourine)
Tuk Music Tradition in Barbados - Sharon
Meredith 2016-12-05
Barbados is a small Caribbean island better
known as a tourist destination rather than for its
culture. The island was first claimed in 1627 for
the English King and remained a British colony
until independence was gained in 1966. This
firmly entrenched British culture in the
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Barbadian way of life, although most of the
population are descended from enslaved
Africans taken to Barbados to work on the sugar
plantations. After independence, an official
desire to promulgate the country’s African
heritage led to the revival and
recontextualisation of cultural traditions.
Barbadian tuk music, a type of fife and drum
music, has been transformed in the postindependence period from a working class music
associated with plantations and rum shops to a
signifier of national culture, played at official
functions and showcased to tourists. Based on
ethnographic and archival research, Sharon
Meredith considers the social, political and
cultural developments in Barbados that led to
the evolution, development and revival of tuk as
well as cultural traditions associated with it. She
places tuk in the context of other music in the
country, and examines similar musics elsewhere
that, whilst sharing some elements with tuk,
have their own individual identities.
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Revolutionizing Children's Records - David
Bonner 2007-11-26
This book is a history of the first commercially
significant record clubs in the world - two
related companies: Young People's Records and
Children's Record Guild - and how they
intersected important developments in the
histories of mass marketing, recording
technology, educational philosophy, folk music,
contemporary composition, and Cold War
politics.
The Gershwin Songbook - 50 Treasured
Songs - 2015-06-01
(P/V/G Composer Collection). 50 of the most
memorable songs from this famed songwriting
duo in arrangements for piano, voice and guitar.
Includes: Bess, You Is My Woman * But Not for
Me * Clap Yo' Hands * Do It Again *
Embraceable You * Fascinating Rhythm * How
Long Has This Been Going On? * I Got Rhythm *
I Loves You, Porgy * I've Got a Crush on You *
Let's Call the Whole Thing Off * Love Is Here to
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Stay * The Man I Love * Nice Work If You Can
Get It * Of Thee I Sing * Rhapsody in Blue *
Someone to Watch over Me * Strike up the Band
* Summertime * Swanee * They All Laughed *
They Can't Take That Away from Me * and more.
Catholic Music Educators Bulletin - 1953
The Sheet Music of George Gershwin Thomas Inglis 2007
School of Music Programs - University of
Michigan. School of Music 1984
Show Tunes - Steven Suskin 2000
This comprehensive musical theatre reference
book chronicles the work of Broadway's great
composers, from 1904 to 1999. Nine hundred
shows and almost 9000 show tunes are included,
comprising the entire theatrical output of 36
important Broadway composers along with
notable musicals by others.
Meet George Gershwin at the Keyboard - Alfred
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Publishing Staff 2005-06
A terrific collection of songs by George Gershwin
that the composer has arranged as piano solos.
Ideal for the intermediate pianist and a great
insight into the mind of one America's greatest
composers. Titles: The Man I Love * I'll Build a
Stairway to Paradise * Do It Again * Fascinating
Rhythm * Oh, Lady Be Good * Somebody Loves
Me * Sweet and Low Down * Clap Yo' Hands *
Do Do Do * My One and Only * 'S Wonderful *
Strike Up the Band * I Got Rhythm * Who Cares?
* That Certain Feeling * Liza
The Oxford Handbook of Shakespeare's Poetry Jonathan Post 2013-07-18
The Oxford Handbook of Shakespeare's Poetry
contains thirty-eight original essays written by
leading Shakespeareans around the world.
Collectively, these essays seek to return readers
to a revivified understanding of Shakespeare's
verbal artistry in both the poems and the drama.
The volume understands poetry to be not just a
formal category designating a particular literary
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

genre but to be inclusive of the dramatic verse
as well, and of Shakespeare's influence as a poet
on later generations of writers in English and
beyond. Focusing on a broad set of interpretive
concerns, the volume tackles general matters of
Shakespeare's style, earlier and later; questions
of influence from classical, continental, and
native sources; the importance of words, line,
and rhyme to meaning; the significance of songs
and ballads in the drama; the place of gender in
the verse, including the relationship of
Shakespeare's poetry to the visual arts; the
different values attached to speaking
'Shakespeare' in the theatre; and the adaptation
of Shakespearean verse (as distinct from
performance) into other periods and languages.
The largest section, with ten essays, is devoted
to the poems themselves: the Sonnets, plus 'A
Lover's Complaint', the narrative poems, Venus
and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece, and 'The
Phoenix and the Turtle'. If the volume as a whole
urges a renewed involvement in the complex
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matter of Shakespeare's poetry, it does so, as
the individual essays testify, by way of
responding to critical trends and discoveries
made during the last three decades.
Reading Dance - Robert Gottlieb 2008-11-04
Robert Gottlieb’s immense sampling of the
dance literature–by far the largest such project
ever attempted–is both inclusive, to the extent
that inclusivity is possible when dealing with so
vast a field, and personal: the result of decades
of reading. It limits itself of material within the
experience of today’s general readers, avoiding,
for instance, academic historical writing and
treatises on technique, its earliest subjects are
those nineteenth-century works and
choreographers that still resonate with dance
lovers today: Giselle, The Sleeping Beauty, Swan
Lake; Bournonville and Petipa. And, as Gottlieb
writes in his introduction, “The twentieth
century focuses to a large extent on the
achievements and personalities that dominated
it–from Pavlova and Nijinsky and Diaghilev to
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Isadora Duncan and Martha Graham, from
Ashton and Balanchine and Robbins to Merce
Cunningham and Paul Taylor and Twyla Tharp,
from Fonteyn and Farrell and Gelsey Kirkland
(“the Judy Garland of Ballet”) to Nureyev and
Baryshnikov and Astaire–as well as the critical
and reportorial voices, past and present, that
carry the most conviction.” In structuring his
anthology, Gottlieb explains, he has “tried to
help the reader along by arranging its two
hundred-plus entries into a coherent groups.”
Apart from the sections on major personalities
and important critics, there are sections devoted
to interviews (Tamara Toumanova, Antoinette
Sibley, Mark Morris); profiles (Lincoln Kirstein,
Bob Fosse, Olga Spessivtseva); teachers;
accounts of the birth of important works from
Petrouchka to Apollo to Push Comes to Shove;
and the movies (from Arlene Croce and Alastair
Macauley on Fred Astaire to director Michael
Powell on the making of The Red Shoes). Here
are the voices of Cecil Beaton and Irene Castle,
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Ninette de Valois and Bronislava Nijinska, Maya
Plisetskaya and Allegra Kent, Serge Lifar and
José Limón, Alicia Markova and Natalia
Makarova, Ruth St. Denis and Michel Fokine,
Susan Sontag and Jean Renoir. Plus a group of
obscure, even eccentric extras, including an
account of Pavlova going shopping in London
and recipes from Tanaquil LeClerq’s cookbook.”
With its huge range of content accompanied by
the anthologist’s incisive running commentary,
Reading Dance will be a source of pleasure and
instruction for anyone who loves dance.
Fascinating Rhythm - Deena Rosenberg 1997
Offers special insight into some of the most
popular songs of the twentieth century
Instructor - 1957
Showstoppers - Martin Rubin 1993
The name Busby Berkeley, creator of the dances
for films such as 42nd Street, Babes in Arms,
and Million Dollar Mermaid, is synonymous with
the spectacular musical production number.
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Films, television commercials, and MTV videos
continue to use "Berkeleyesque" techniques long
after Berkeley himself and the genre that
nourished him have faded from the scene. The
first major analysis of Berkeley's career on stage
and screen, Showstoppers emphasizes his
relationship to a colorful, somewhat disreputable
tradition of American popular entertainment:
that of P. T. Barnum, minstrel shows, vaudeville,
Buffalo Bill Cody's Wild West Show, burlesque,
and the Ziegfeld Follies. Rubin shows how
Berkeley absorbed this declining theatrical
tradition during his years as a Broadway dance
director and then transferred it to the new genre
of the early movie musical. With lively prose and
engaging photographs, Showstoppers explores
new ways of looking at Busby Berkeley, at the
musical genre, and at individual films.
Appropriate for both specialists and general
readers, Showstoppers is an exuberant study of
a figure whose career, Rubin notes, "provides an
extraordinarily rich point of convergence for a
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wide range of cultural and artistic contexts".
An Unsung Cat - Safford Chamberlain
2004-11-09
An Unsung Cat explores the life and music of
jazz saxophonist, Warne Marsh. Safford
Chamberlain follows the artist from his start in
youth bands like the Hollywood Canteen Kids
and The Teen-Agers through his studies under
Lennie Tristano, his brilliant playing of the
1950s, his disappearance from public view in the
1960s, his re-emergence in the 1970s, and his
belated recognition in the 1980s as one of the
finest tenor players of the post-World War II era.
Through interviews with the Marsh family and
friends, Chamberlain offers an inside view of
Marsh's private life, including his struggles with
drug abuse. Detailed analysis of outstanding
performances complements the personal story,
while an extensively researched discography and
photographs reveal the public and private face
of this unique performer. In addition to the book,
Scarecrow is pleased to offer a companion
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

compact disc, released by Storyville Records.
The tracks on the CD provide a representative
sampling of Marsh's best work, while providing a
historical overview of his development, from the
beginning track, "Apple Honey," which is a
private, low-fidelity tape from an NBC radio
broadcast in 1945 of the Hoagy Carmichael
Show, to the final track, "Sweet and Lovely,"
captured months before his death in 1987.
Lucky - Denis Gray 2010-07-22
It is June 1925, the dawning of a new,
spectacular riverboat season, and Noble Princes
Red-Hot Rhythm Band is set to play hot jazz on
the Mississippi! Walter Von Bulow, the owner of
the Morning Queen, has recently discovered
Lucinda Lucky Martinson. Luckys a talented
young jazz singer. Von Bulow hires her in the
year 1925, to sing in Princes band. But shes in
New Orleans for other reasons: Lucky
Martinsons on a personal quest to reconcile her
past. Luckys left Harlem and her boyfriend
Tolliver Williamsa fellow jazz musician Luckys in
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love with. Shes put her personal and
professional life at risk in traveling to New
Orleans, Louisiana to unbury truths and lies.
Luckys sucked further into New Orleanss
network of mystery and intrigue once she
uncovers these family secrets in a historical city
where voodoo and superstition co-exist, and can
destroy the people you love. Noble Prince
nurtures Luckys singing ambitions, but Victor
Malreauxa young, dynamic trumpet player in the
Prince bandnurtures her soul. Victor falls in love
with Lucky. But Victor Malreaux as well as
Noble Prince are in for a rude awakening from
Lucky Martinson; each for diff erent reasons.
The Best of Gershwin - George Gershwin
1995-01-01
(Piano Solo). Great piano solo arrangements of:
Bidin' My Time * But Not for Me * Embraceable
You * Fascinating Rhythm * He Loves and She
Loves * I Got Rhythm * I'll Build a Stairway to
Paradise * I've Got a Crush on You * Liza * The
Man I Love * Maybe * Somebody Loves Me *
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Someone to Watch Over Me * Soon * Strike Up
the Band * 'S Wonderful.
School of Music, Theatre & Dance
(University of Michigan) Publications University of Michigan. School of Music, Theatre
& Dance 1880
Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at
Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins, catalogs,
programs, brochures, articles, calendars,
histories, and posters.
Strike Up the Band - El McMeen 2020-06-26
El McMeen has authored many guitar books for
Mel Bay Publications, but this book holds a
special place in his heart. This cutting-edge
collection includes melodic, challenging, and
exuberant band marches carefully arranged for
fingerstyle guitar. The book contains
arrangements of seven marches (including six by
John Philip Sousa), many of which are in various
open tunings. These pieces are challenging and
geared for intermediate-advanced and advanced
guitarists. There are so many great melodies in
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this collection–guitarists can camp on sections of
pieces that they enjoy or tackle the pieces in
their entirety. The book also contains a
discussion by El McMeen on his selection and
arrangement process. Includes access to online
audio.
The Gershwins and Me (Enhanced Edition) Michael Feinstein 2012-10-16
This special enhanced eBook includes twelve
Gershwin classics performed by Michael
Feinstein and commentary from the author on
the music and the lives of George and Ira
Gershwin. From celebrated entertainer Michael
Feinstein comes a beautifully illustrated account
of the lives and legacies of the Gershwins—told
through stories of twelve of their greatest songs.
The “Ambassador of the Great American
Songbook” Michael Feinstein was just twenty
years old when he got the chance of a lifetime: a
job with his hero, Ira Gershwin. During their sixyear partnership, the two became close friends.
Feinstein blossomed under Gershwin’s
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

mentorship and Gershwin was reinvigorated by
the younger man’s zeal for his and his brother
George’s legacy. Now, in The Gershwins and Me,
the only book of its kind, Michael Feinstein
shares unforgettable stories and reminiscences
from the music that defined American popular
song, along with rare Gershwin memorabilia
he’s collected through the years. From “Strike
Up the Band” to “Love Is Here to Stay,” each of
the twelve chapters highlights one of the
Gershwins’ classic songs, exploring the brothers’
lives, illuminating what the music meant to
them, and telling the stories of how their iconic
tunes came to life. Throughout the star-studded
narrative, Feinstein unfolds the moving
chronicle of his own life with the Gershwins,
describing his vision for their enduring presence
today. No other writer could give us such an
authoritative inside perspective on these titans
of American culture—and no other writer could
include such a soulful collection of music as
Feinstein’s original recordings of the twelve
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songs. A timeless classic and the definitive
account of the Gershwins and their legacy, The
Gershwins and Me will having you humming
with every turn of the page.
Strike Up the Rhythm Band - Jill Gallina
2001-06
(Choral). Teaching and learning rhythm and
other skills is a joy with this collection of musical
exercises for young students. Both educational
and entertaining, each musical activity involves
the use of basic rhythm instruments and
activities to teach quarter notes, quarter rests,
half notes, dynamics, syncopation and other
rhythmic concepts. Through instructions to the
teacher and the many improvisational
opportunities in the music, students can
maximize their understanding of basic rhythm
patterns. A wonderful teaching tool that
students will thoroughly enjoy! Grades 3-6.
Billboard - 1948-03-27
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
George Gershwin - Norbert Carnovale 2000
American composer George Gershwin, an icon of
the American Jazz Age, indelibly marked 20thcentury music, with many of his works becoming
standards in the popular and jazz music
repertory. This major bibliography includes a
brief biography, which examines Gershwin's
influence and situates him within the cultural
context of his time, a complete cross-reference
list of all his compositions, a discography of
more than 1,150 items, and a descriptive
filmography. The extensive bibliography includes
writings by both George and Ira and more than
2,100 entries about George's compositions.
A Gershwin Fantasy - Alfred Publishing
2010-04-01
This showstopper for alto sax and piano features
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the best of Gershwin and is ideal for pop
concerts and recitals. Titles: Strike Up the Band!
* Summertime * Oh, Lady Be Good! *
Fascinating Rhythm * It Ain't Necessarily So *
Rhapsody in Blue * I Got Rhythm.
The Complete Classical Music Guide - DK
2020-08-11
What makes Mozart's music so great? Why does
a minor chord sound sad and a major chord
sound happy? What's the difference between
opera and operetta? From Bach to Bernstein,
this definitive guide offers a complete survey of
the history of classical music. Whether you
already love classical music or you're just
beginning to explore it, The Complete Classical
Music Guide invites you to discover the
spirituality of Byrd's masses, the awesome
power of Handel's Messiah, and the wonders of
Wagner's operas, as well as hundreds of more
composers and their masterpieces. This guide
takes you on a journey through more than 1,000
years, charting the evolution of musical
strike-up-the-rhythm-band

instruments, styles, and genres. Biographies of
major and lesser-known composers offer rich
insights into their music and the historical and
cultural contexts that influenced their genius.
The book explores the features that defined each
musical era - from the ornate brilliance of the
Baroque, through the drama of Romantic music,
to contemporary genres such as minimalism and
electronic music. Timelines, quotes, and color
photographs give a voice to this music and the
exceptionally gifted individuals who created it.
Transcriptions for Piano - George Gershwin
2007
Gershwin created these 18 song transcriptions
between 1919 and 1931. He played the pieces at
numerous private parties, often with many
variations. Gershwin's impromptu performances
of these 18 songs served as the basis for the
transcriptions. His unique playing style can be
detected in these wonderful pieces. Titles: Clap
Yo' Hands * Do-Do-Do * Do It Again *
Fascinating Rhythm * I Got Rhythm * I'll Build a
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Stairway to Paradise * Liza (All the Clouds'll Roll
Away) * The Man I Love * My One and Only *
Nobody But You * Oh, Lady Be Good * Somebody
Loves Me * Strike Up the Band * Swanee *
Sweet and Low Down * 'S Wonderful * That

strike-up-the-rhythm-band

Certain Feeling * Who Cares? (So Long As You
Care for Me).
The Preschool Resource Guide - Harriet
Friedes 2013-12-11
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